The AÉROÉTS - Marinvent Corporation Collaboration is a unique initiative establishing a consortium to offer specialized academic and industrial training services for aeronautical certification, flight testing and embedded systems integration, and also supporting research and development in a high caliber academic context. This is directly responding to Aéro Montréal efforts to concert and enhance the numerous resources of our Quebec aerospace industry.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM

- Professors specialized in aerospace navigation, telecommunication and advanced signal processing.
- PhD recipients in Information Science, Human Machine Interfaces and Human Factors Flight Test Engineers.
- Electrical Engineers, Software Engineers and Engineers in Automated Manufacturing Methods.
- Designated certification representatives authorized by Transport Canada.
- Airline Transport Pilots and Test Pilots.
- Numerous University Undergraduates, Masters and PhD students from various fields of study such as Electrical Engineering, Software Engineering, Aerospace Engineering and Automated Manufacturing Methods.

INNOVATIVE PROJECT

AÉROÉTS-Marinvent Corporation actively encourages strategic research and development, fostering aviation innovation supporting the realization of different research projects with industrial impact.

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED LABORATORY

The AÉROÉTS-Marinvent Corporation project is based on unique infrastructure providing the team with a highly specialized laboratory of high caliber.